
FORM-MEANING 
noumenal - phenomenal 

Synopsis of the issue and argument:

Issue: what is reality? 

Most of this centuries-long conversation has been back-and-forth between Platonists 
and Aristotelians



a. Before Descartes: mostly platonic, idealistic: a dualism between ultimate reality, the 
sphere of Ideal Forms and its instantiation in                                the material world


b. After Descartes: mostly aristotelian: the Empiricists, the moderns: 

(another dualism between unreal noumenal and the real material).


For them, reality is a dynamic, organic whole. Everything is discoverable and 
explainable. In the 19th century man could do anything, progress was inexorable.




c. Kant tried to make a compromise between the aristotelian Empiricists and the 

platonic                             Rationalists                







by rejecting Plato’s dualism and 

creating a window between the two: 


He did not succeed in eliminating dualism. His attempt resulted in endless arguments.



d. Post-modernism: platonic, ignored the attempt, but replaced the ‘realness’ of the 
material world with the phenomenon of it (accessibility).


Ultimate Ideal
Material World

    Mind (real)
Matter (less real)

     Reality = Mind, Idea
     Material = Less real 
but accessible/createable

       Noumenal (mind)
Phenomenal (accessible)
               Matter

    
Unreal: noumenal
   Real: material

(Everything)



Argument: Form-meaning & form-meaning split

Charles Kraft, professor emeritus of Anthropology 

and Intercultural Communication at Fuller 

Seminary, popularized a kind of Kant in 

missions and Bible translation (1979 and 2005). 

He coined? / popularized the use of “dynamic 

equivalence.” In other words, instead of following 

the biblical-creational distinction: God the Creator 

and everything he created,


he followed the current thinking of the day—or at least how he was interpreted— 
drawing a line not between the Creator and everything created, but between noumenal 
and phenomenal + matter, thus inadvertently making God an aspect / part of the 
noumenal (unreal / irrational). Kraft’s formulation was: 


Kraft further divided the knowable world of material ‘reality’ into phenomenon and 
function. This is the explanation of the form-meaning split: a thing and its meaning 
can be separated, not just distinguished. In fact, he said that sometimes you have to 
change the form to retain the meaning[!] (273). This reveals which he considered 
ultimate and which he considered contingent. 


Kraft wrote, for example, “Meanings, therefore, do not pass from me to you, only 
messages. The meanings exist only within me or within you” (1979). Somehow, Kraft 
takes an ultimate: ‘meaning’ and makes it personal to each individual. Is the individual 
then even ultimate over an ultimate? Kraft adapted his concept of ‘dynamic 
equivalence’ first to translation, then to transculturating the message, and finally to 
transcultural theologizing (one basis of syncretism).


And, He made ‘original impact’ the major criteria for Scripture translation. Thus, rather 
than translate the words or even the phrases directly, the translator must seek to 
ascertain what was the ‘impact’ on the original audience and then seek communication 
that would have similar impact on the present day audience (e.g., influencing J.B. 
Philips’ three tests of good translation). This starting point for thinking led him to such 
conclusions as: Paul’s writings reflected Greek mystery religions milieu, most early 
heresies were cultural adaptions, and pre-Christian societies can come to God apart 
from Christ. It also led him into so-called ‘power’ Charismatic Christianity in his later 
years.


      God-Creator

Everything created
(“heavens & earth”)

          Meaning: “totality of subjective 
          associations attached to form” 
          (= noumenon)

Form: observable           Function: significance, 
(= phenomenon)                        purpose  



Critique: Two respondents, reflecting many others

Wan (1996): “The weakness of Kraft’s interdisciplinary approach lies in this faulty 
presupposition of reality [emphasis mine]” (132). He further notes that Kraft made the 
common mistake of thinking his training as a linguist with some seminary level theology 
qualified him to deconstruct theology and re-write it in a new way (129-30).


Carson (1985) clarifies that while he agrees with Kraft’s concerns, he believes his 
solutions are not theologically sound. Carson is cautious about dynamic equivalence: 
he welcomes a careful use: it encourages more sensitivity to genres and cultural details 
of origin, and a new appreciation for receptor-language and good communication 
theory. However, he warns against abuses: we can agree with the attempt to discern 
the “closest natural equivalence to source-language message . . . . directed primarily 
toward equivalence of response . . . . so long as they are referring to linguistic priorities 
alone [emphasis mine],” not to sin (e.g., Jesus vs. the Jewish leaders). The problem is, 
who can actually discern such original impact? Furthermore, there are limits to 
equivalence of theologizing and praxis: (e.g., African churches cannot have 
polygamous elders, and so on).


Likewise Wan writes, 

Implicit in Kraft’s model of ethnotheology in terms of biblical interpretation 
are two assumptions that are in conflict with “The Chicago Statement on 
Biblical Inerrancy”: i.e., his epistemological assumption is in conflict with 
Article III and his methodological assumption with Article V. . . . [and two] 
questionable assumptions: anthropological assumption [with] Article XIV 
and methodological assumption [with] Article XVIII. (137-8, 141).


Consequences: 

Kraft was a product of his generation, as are we all. Thirty+ years later we are now 
reaping the results of mind/idea = reality and believing we can split form and meaning. 
Virtually everyone under thirty believes that the ideas in their minds are reality. The 
whole progressive movement is dedicated to re-making the world into the image in 
their minds. Nothing is allowed that would impede that. And, the incommensurability 
echoing in Kraft’s words are coming home to roost: no meanings only messages (which 
the hearer can then decode as they wish according to what ideas they have in their 
minds). This explains the polarization and talking past each other both on the private 
level as well as in public discourse. 


Christians have lost the game before they start, if they attempt to communicate the 
gospel on the basis of ideas. The gospel is not an idea. It is the good news / report 
(content and communication) that Jesus is Lord over everything created, human 
imagination and ideas, human action, as well as the material universe in which we live 
and that sustains us.
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